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F I G U R E 1 Automatic Versus Manual Scar Segmentation
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(A) Scar and myocardium segmentation results for slices from 2 patients. Contours resulting from manual and automatic segmentations for the epicardium
(blue), endocardium (red), and scar (yellow) boundaries are overlaid on late gadolinium enhancement images. (B) Scatter plot of the automatic versus
manual segmentation of scar volume.
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High-quality imaging data are critical when echocardiography is used for serial assessments of study and
safety

endpoints

for

regulatory

decision-

making. Although core laboratories (ECL) improve
analytic consistency (1–3), site image quality is also
required and was suboptimal in up to 50% for tissue
Doppler imaging. (4) This variability in image
acquisition represents a limitation to widespread
use of echocardiography in this setting. In response,
we tested the impact of a real-time quality program
on

image

quality

and

measurability

in

the

PRESERVATION-1 (Prevention of Remodeling of the
Ventricle and Congestive Heart Failure After Acute
Myocardial Infartion) trial (303 patients; 61 sites).(5)

